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Innovation Rodeo Writing Assignment 

A few days ago, several entrepreneurial servicemembers from across the nation converged at 
Tech Port Center + Arena in a -style competition with a $1 million prize pool.

Organized by the Air Force Installation and Mission Support Center (AFIMSC), this year’s 
Innovation Rodeo allowed people on the front lines of technology to showcase new 
solutions—ranging from autonomous tractors to an array of web-based applications—that can 
provide our nation’s defenders with a leading edge.

Watch the video and provide a one page written review of what you learned.  Turn it in here.  

https://portsanantonio.us/innovation-rodeo-2022
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The Innovation Rodeo was new in a order of type of educational institution-concentrated occurrences 
entertained by Tech Port Center + Arena — San Antonio's most recent up-to-date ability that connects 
novelty and pleasure under individual house on the endless Port San Antonio square. The abundant 
construction supplies diversified rooms to host various types of type of educational institution-fixated 
endeavors and occurrences, in the way that conferences, commodity launches, concerts, instructional 
endeavors and added big and narrow gatherings.Launched in May 2022, Tech Port Center + Arena has 
up until now accommodated big occurrences to a degree the esports-themed Battle for Texas 
Overwatch League contest, the first-of-allure kind, armament-attracted FORCECON 22 (that promoted 
an open classification Halo: Infinite match inside the ease's LAN wager center) and concerts from 
famous entertainers in the way that Smashing Pumpkins, Boyz II Men and Papa Roach.

Additionally, Tech Port Center + Arena facial characteristics cooperative scopes place various 
businesses can share in preparation and public shows to expand and climax new used sciences. Such 
occurrences admit colleagues to hearten cooperations, increase the understanding of arising 
electronics and present image of a reveal for new approaches that maybe selected by possible choice.

"Our focus in evolving Tech Port Center and Arena search out support a singular scope namely surely 
approachable to a roomy range of folk. It is a mainstay of a society inside our square place they can 
buy and sell future associates and future clients as they evolve new sciences that are making the planet 
a more reliable and more fruitful place," pronounced Will Garrett, Port San Antonio's Vice President of 
Talent and Technology Development and Integration. "What's more, as the Innovation Rodeo interpret, 
these exertions maybe plenty fun and rousing for added managers. We anticipate ongoing to evolve 
calculated alliances and use this scope creatively to catch nation in our society, across the country with 
its own government and about the planet in a joint exertion to cultivate new era of contemporary 
changes."
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When watching the Innovation Rodeo 2022 video it involved a group of people that were pitching their 
ideas to AFIMSC to win an investment of funds into their projects. All of the pitches were Tech-focused 
and hosted by the Tech Port Center plus Arena where new applied technologies were being brought to 
light. 

I was watching them before their pitching moments and I was really shocked about how calm and 
confident they were. Through that I see confidence is all you need , all of them had really good pitches 
and were passionate about what they believed was worth investing in. This mostly taught me the idea 
we ourselves may think is small, a lot of others believing in it can bring it to a bigger light.I think it was 
cool how even if their ideas were not invested in they still got to learn from the judges which were 
leading innovators. They also got to network with their peers.

 I know that prior to this many others got similar opportunities and a bunch of money has been invested 
into many of these projects. The project that sparked my interest the most was the adventure style 
video game not because it was a game but because the game was teaching positive psychology to the 
Airmen. Other projects I learned about in the Innovation Rodeo 2022 video were more on the lines of 
creating special hardware either for fitness, better/upgraded technology or more appropriate 
equipment. One idea was about After Hour fitness Center that gave users fitness center access 
registration sites so if they move they won't have to re register. There was a Network Bandwidth 
Expansion allowing bigger expansions/ higher quality to existing networks. I was learning about 
Technology development and Integration which is basically the use of resources of our technology. In 
the video it was pitches about Technology development except for most of the pitches were about 
improvements and better ways to use technology that's already been invented. The newer age 
technology for the Airmen to Integrate and do what they have to do in easier less stressful ways  


